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In the late 1950s the Gusto shipyard started, in conjunction with Shell International, the development of moving 
oil tanker cargo transhipments from ports into coastal waters.  The growing size of crude oil carriers demanded a 
new approach to loading or discharging crude in areas where harbours were too small or not available. 
 
Background 
 
In the 60 + years that have elapsed since the first introduction of offshore loading terminals for oil tankers, the 
marine transportation industry has seen many significant changes, notably an enormous increase in the size of 
oil tankers. In the 1950s and 60s the average size of oil tanker was less than 100,000 tonnes deadweight with a 
draft of about 12 metres. Today, crude oil carriers of 350,000 tonnes dwt are the norm, having drafts in excess of 
25 metres. With the introduction of these much deeper hulls and the reduced manoeuvrability that comes with 
very large crude oil tankers it became imperative to develop suitably safe and efficient deep water berthing 
facilities.  
 
Most natural harbours were too shallow for oil tankers and the building of conventional jetty-type facilities for 
large tankers was, and is today, expensive and often requiring breakwaters plus significant amounts of dredging, 
sometimes with maintenance dredging needed afterwards. In addition, jetties utilise extensive stretches of 
expensive coastal real estate. Further, the support of two or sometimes three tugs is needed to safely position a 
large oil tankers alongside a jetty and, then again, to un-berth it and clear port after cargo transfer is complete. 
By moving the terminal ‘offshore’ into deep enough waters, not only were terminal costs reduced but the 
possibility of a tanker grounding was effectively eliminated and, being in open sea, the limited manoeuvrability of 
the larger ships became less of an issue. 
 
The technical solution that made offshore loading universally attractive was a Single Point Mooring or ‘SPM’ 
terminal. The possibility to berth a tanker by bow mooring lines only, and be able to swing freely, or 
‘weathervane’, around the mooring point in response to any change in the direction of wind, wave and current, 
always taking up a position of least resistance to the environment, meant that the mooring structure could be 
optimally designed and therefore extremely cost-effective to manufacture and install. The ease and speed of 
berthing and un-berthing at an SPM terminal together with rapid cargo transfer ensured the fastest possible 
tanker turnaround times and that a greater number of cargoes could be carried by any one tanker.  
 
An SPM terminal allows visiting tankers to approach from any direction in much higher sea states than is 
possible at a fixed-direction mooring structure. Once moored, the tanker can remain on the SPM terminal in even 
higher sea states, without concern about changes in direction of the weather. All of this added up to improved 
terminal availability and the elimination of demurrage charges and SPM terminals became an instant success 
with tanker owners and terminal operators alike. 
 
Many are located in major oil producing regions such as the Middle East and West Africa where they are 
dedicated to the export of crude oil. Others are at the receiving end, delivering feed stock to oil refineries that 
produce fuels such as petrol, diesel oil, aviation spirits etc. Some are used to directly handle refined petroleum 
products, either importing or exporting, or both, or to deliver liquid feedstock to petrochemical complexes, or 
handle gas in liquid form. Around 800 offshore loading and offloading terminals have been installed worldwide.  
 
Gusto shipyard started the development of the SPM terminal concept for the oil industry with the first unit 
ordered by BIPM for Sarawak Shell in Miri in 1959. Shell owned a patent on which the design was based, and 
granted a licence to the yard. Several SPM terminal concepts were developed but the most popular SPM 
terminal is based on the Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring (CALM) buoy design (see picture 1).  



 

  

   
 

Picture 1         Photograph 1  
 
The style of the SPM terminal selected by the vast majority of terminal operators is the ‘turntable’ type developed 
by Gusto shipyard and promoted to the industry by Single Buoy Moorings (SBM Inc). In this configuration the 
buoy body is fixed to the sea floor by a number of chains and a rotating ‘turntable’ is mounted at the deck (see 
photograph 1). The turntable is fixed via a bogey bearing (at the early CALM period) or 3 race roller bearing 
(after 1970) to the buoy hull structure. The crude oil tanker is connected to the turntable by means of elastic  
mooring lines called bow hawsers. An underwater hose configuration, a product swivel stack and a floating hose 
configuration transfer the fluids from the seabed pipeline to the midship manifold of the crude oil tankers.  
 
The CALM anchor chain configuration provides sufficient restoring force to maintain the buoy within a design 
excursion limit. This excursion limit ensures the safe working of the underwater fluid transfer from seafloor to the 
SPM terminal. 
 
Before the first SPM was ordered, Shell had model tested under a number of weather, water depth and tanker 
size conditions to confirm feasibility. Under the license terms, Gusto obtained all test results for their own 
interpretation. Later model tests at the NSMB (now MARIN) were executed by SBM Inc. 
 
The SPM configuration has been successful over the years always providing free rotation, even when the 
terminal is unoccupied, and in offering ease of inspection and maintenance. There are turntable buoys still in 
active service for more than 40 years after their first installation.  
 
After its success with the “shallow” water CALM SPM terminals in relative mild water conditions, two buoys were 
installed in the middle of the North Sea, at the Ekofisk field, to serve in an early production system. Next, Gusto 
shipyard with Shell jointly developed during the early 1970th the deepwater harsh environment North Sea 
Exposed Location SBM (ELSBM). The design of this terminal was preceded by the joint Gusto-Shell 
development of a North Sea type storage facility incorporating an offloading swivel and turntable assembly : the 
Brent storage spar.  The ELSBM and the SPAR were installed in 1975 at Auk and 1976 at Brent respectively. 

 
From the Gusto shipyard to SBM Inc 
 
During 1969 SBM Inc departed from the Gusto Shipyard and continued as a separate company. Initially based 
on the Gusto Shipyard designs shortly later SBM Inc started their own terminal designs in certain cases based 
on the Gusto shipyard SPM design.  
 
To cope with the requirements to store crude oil in offshore crude oil tanker storage facilities, SBM Inc used the 
CALM terminal concept and replaced the flexible mooring lines by a rigid A-frame type steel structure with 
articulation joints at the tanker end: The Single Buoy Storage (SBS) terminal was created and designed in detail 
by Gusto Shipyard on behalf of SBM Inc. The first SBS was installed offshore Tunisia in 1972 to moor the 
Floating Storage & Offloading (FSO) vessel “Ifrikia” in a water depth (wd) of 67 metres with several others to 
come.  
 



 

  

In the mean time SBM Inc developed for Shell International the Single Anchor Leg Storage (SALS) mooring 
system for the world’s first “deepwater” Floating Production, Storage and Offloading (FPSO) units located 
offshore Spain, at Castellon (1977). Hereafter SBM Inc used the FPSO concept and placed the process facilities 
on an SBS moored oil tanker terminal after the “high” pressure flow lines proved their workability and to obtain 
water depth flexibility. One of the first SBS moored Floating Production Storage and Offloading ( FPSO) units 
was designed for 80 m wd, relocated to 300 m wd and finished at a location offshore Brasil in 1,100 m water 
depth.     
 
This was the start of the SBM inc success story using the Gusto Shipyard developed CALM technology including 
the bearing design -, catenary anchor - and the fluid transfer technology. In addition, the Gusto shipyard vessel 
design department, with their different disciplines, helped SBM to start the conversion of the FPSO tankers.  
 
The next phase in the mooring system development was the connection of the SBS rigid arms directly to the 
tanker to: 
 

1) Delete the tanker yoke articulation joints and simplify the mooring structure, 
2) Allow an increase in number of flowlines from the seabed and consequently manifold capacity/weight, 
3) Increase of waterdepth 

 
Hence, the turret mooring system design was born.  
 
In the early 1980s, SBM inc developed the turret mooring concept allowing free weathervane FPSO units. In 
essence, a turret mooring system is composed of a fixed turret column held by an internal or external tanker 
structure via a race bearing arrangement. The tanker-bound components can therefore freely weathervane 
around the turret which is fixed via a number of anchor lines to the seabed.  This arrangement allows the FPSO 
to adopt the direction of the least resistance against waves, wind and currents.  On top of the fixed turret column, 
and often above the vessel deck level, is located an open structure to manifold fluids (oil, gas, water, etc.).  
Above this manifold structure a (toroidal) fluid swivelstack allows for the transfer of fluids across the rotary turret 
interface while the FSO/FPSO freely weathervanes.   

 
The stiffness of the anchor line configuration provides sufficient restoring force to maintain the FPSO tanker 
within a design excursion limit. This excursion limit also ensures the safe working of the underwater fluid transfer 
or riser system from seafloor to turret.  
 
The turret concepts come in a number of different design layouts, but all use a number of catenary or, in deeper 
waters, (semi) taut mooring lines. 
 
The family of free weathervaning turret moorings includes those designed to permanently moor the tankers in 
survival conditions such as: 

- External turrets for mild to medium environments; 
- Internal turrets for harsh environments (West of Shetlands, North Sea, etc.);  
- Internal turrets for a large number of flow lines. 

 
 
 
EXTERNAL TURRET MOORING SYSTEMS 
 
 The concept of an External Turret Mooring System became a reality when the stern of the 140,000 DWT 
Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO) vessel, the Alba Marina (see photograph 2a), was fitted with an external 
turret in 1985. Picture 2b shows an overall view on an external bow turret 
 



 

  

                         
 
                                       Photograph 2a       Picture 2b      
 
The External Turret Mooring system comprises of a steel box-type structure that can be either close to or 
extended some distance from the bow or stern of the vessel, providing a foundation for a rotating bearing 
arrangement and a turret structure located above water.  The bearing accommodates an earth “fixed” chain table 
to which anchor lines and fluid transfer risers are attached.  The chain legs are fastened to the seabed either by 
marine anchors or piles (see picture 2b).   
 
Product and utility connections are made between the facilities on the vessel and the seabed via a swivel stack 
on the turret, allowing the vessel to freely weathervane around the fixed part whilst continuing production (see 
photograph 3).   
 

                              
                                 

Photograph 3  
 

  
INTERNAL TURRET MOORING SYSTEMS 
 
The Internal Turret Mooring system is integrated into the forward end of the tanker and is supported on a large 3 
race roller bearing arrangement, located either inside a moonpool towards the keel of the vessel, or at deck 
level.   
 
In 1994, SBM Inc was awarded the first free weathervaning FPSO for a North Sea location.  The Anasuria FPSO 
consists of a newly-built turret moored monohull vessel with a storage capacity of 850,000 barrels, capable of a 
continuous operation for the design service life of twenty years in the North Sea environment. The special tailor-
made free weathervaning FPSO turret mooring system is designed to moor the vessel in all weather conditions 
up to and including the survival sea state (see photograph 4). 
 



 

  

             
 

Photograph 4      Picture 3 
 
An internal turret consists of a chaintable structure anchored to the seabed via an array of anchor lines (see 
picture 3). The chaintable structure is suspended from a heavy duty 3 race roller-bearing which is located 
several meters above the keel of the FPSO and supported from an innovative support structure to decouple the 
vessel local deformations from the ring type bearing box structure. A radial assembly is used at the vessel main 
deck level to absorb the radial loads caused by the accelerations of the upper turret structural mass.  The turret 
cylinder houses the riser “I-tubes” and supports the turret main deck, the manifold platform, the swivel stack, 
riser winches, and all of the fixed portions of the rigid piping. The Anasuria-type turret is designed to 
accommodate up to 14 risers of various diameters. 
 
In 1996, SBM Inc was contracted to design and supply a turret mooring system suitable to moor a 154,000 DWT 
FPSO for a continuous period of 25 years in the very harsh environment West of the Shetlands and combined 
with a great number (24) of risers. The system designed, a Top Mounted Internal Turret (TMIT), was sized to 
incorporate these requirements. A standard 3 race roller bearing was not capable to handle these requirements 
and a complete new design was developed based on the bogie wheel system also from the Gusto revolving 
crane design. 
 
The fixed part of the turret comprises a 14m diameter cylinder inserted into the vessel hull and supported at deck 
level by a series of 20 vertical and 18 radial bogie wheel assemblies which provide the interface between the 
fixed turret column/ manifold piping and the weathervane vessel.  The vertical bogies and the radial wheels run 
on bolted and sectioned rails. All components can be replaced in situ, should that ever be required.   
 

     
 

Photograph 5         
 
   
 
 
 



 

  

The main features of the bogie bearing turret as supplied for the Schiehallion FPSO are:  
 

1) The number of vertical bogies and horizontal wheels can be easily adapted to meet different survival and 
fatigue load requirements.  Numerous FPSO units are moored today via the bogey (bogie?) type bearing 
system. 

2) The bogie turret can be adapted to suit the required number of flow lines and risers.  SBM Offshore has 
supplied several bogie bearing turret mooring systems, including an FPU carrying 100 riser slots. 

3) In addition, the large diameter turret provides extra space during hook-up for risers and anchor line 
installation.   

4) Easy access for maintenance and/or repair in case of a wheel bearing failure 
 
After the Schiehallion project many FPSO’s were equipped by SBM with the bogie wheel turret system, amongst 
which several FPSO’s operating in Brazil, Malaysia, Australia and Norway. 

 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
From the first Gusto shipyard CALM free weathervane mooring system design, via the SBS mooring, the 
external and internal turret moorings, SBM Inc supplied and installed many FPSO units based on the well known 
free weathervane design using either a 3 race roller bearing or bogey (bogie) wheel design all from the different 
Gusto Shipyard Revolving Crane Technologies.   
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